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WAR COMMENTARY

CAPTAIN CYRIL FALLS

Following is the text of tonight’s War

Commentary to he broadcast at 9.25 p*m.

I’m going to talk today about a subject which at this moment nearly

inevitably faces the military commentator; the situation in the Pacific* That’s

in all our minds, every day and almost every hour. But it’s not an isolated

subject, and I’m therefore going to link it in my talk to those other subjects

with which it is in fact connected; India, the Middle East and Russia#

Alien Japan entered the war the United States was connected by a bridge -

even if a rather precarious bridge - of bases and fuelling stations with Asia,

At the same time there was a great barrier made up of the Malay Peninsula and

of Dutch and British islands which shut off Japan from the Indian Ocean and

the Bay of Bengal on the one hand, and on the other from those waters which

wadi the northern shores of Australia.

Now the section of the American bridge west of Pearl Harbour is down,

and the Dutch-British barrier is practically all down too. But south of the

barrier lies Australia, still intact, threatened by Japan, but also a potential

threat to Japan and her recent conquests, and still possessing a practicable
connection with America*

Alien a great gap is torn in the defences on a land battlefield, what

does the supreme commander do?

First of all he seals both sides as best he can, while ho gathers up

strength to counter-attack across the gap. And his future operations he conducts

from the flanks of the gap, with separate commands on either side, commands

which he co-ordinates himself*

Nell, this area of the South-West Pacific is gigantic, but it is a

battlefield in a sense, though it’s so gigantic that it can’t be treated in

precisely the same way as the ordinary land battlefield.

For instance, on a land battlefield, the commander might decide that the

decisive point was on one flank and, in accordance with the classic doctrine of

massing strength at the decisive point, he might throw in practically all his

resources there in order to land a really crashing blow.

\!e can’t afford to do that here because the distances are so great. We

must cover India and Australia simultaneously because one might be lost while

we were massing strength at the other. In any case geography dictates strategy,

making it natural that aid to Australia should come from the east and aid to

India from the west.

The allies have recognised this. They have recognised that the

operations must be conducted from the outer flanks and that, while India and

Burma on one flank are a British and, in, part, a Chinese responsibility, the

strategic situation demands that aid to Australia should be an American

responsibility.

The United States have promptly end generously answered the call. But

self-interest lias a part as well as generosity. In order to challenge the

command of the South-Nest Pacific which Japan has established, in order to

launch a counter-offensive, the United States needs Australia as an advanced

base. And the arrangement has been confirmed by the appointment of the best-

known American soldier, General MacArthur, who' has studied Pacific strategy as

few other living men have, to command in Australia.
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The Japanese menace to Australia is developing from Timor and New Guinea*
and at the moment it's impossible to say whether it’s more acute to the east

or to the west coast or whether invasions of hoth will he tried simultaneously#

In New Guinea the Japanese seem to he particularly eager to acquire airfields,
without which it would he practically impossible -for them to maintain a fleet in

the harbour of Port Moresby even if they were to capture it. It was owing to

shortage of fighter aircraft, or because a good number of those they had were

bombed on the ground, that their fleet on the north coast got such a hammering and

suffered such heavy losses from the attacks of American and Australian bomber's^

If Japan does acquire suitable airfields, well dispersed, along the Markham

valley in New Guinea, the menace of invasion will have come closer.

Yet I’ve always myself had the feeling that from the Japanese point of view

there’s another possible ta.sk on the programme besides invasion: that is,
isolation*

To attack Australia from the north while American aid was pouring into the

south would certainly proclaim the invader to be very confident in himself* And

I still think an attack on what’s been called ”the American life-line” may coincide

with an attempt at invasion, or even precede it.

Indeed the Japanese might not carry out deep invasion at all in the first

instance* Laying hands on the North-West settlements and on the railway which

ends the transcontinental route, and establishing themselves p.n the Pacific-island

’’life line” might have an equally crippling effect in Australia and New Zealand.

But if Japan wanted to launch an attack on the life-line she would first

of all have to stretch out further to the south-east for new bases among the

numerous Pacific islands east of Australia* She might use aircraft carriers for

a raid, but she’d need ba.ses for sustained attack* And she’d find it no easy

job to establish and maintain them*

So much for that flank* We can see what must be done to cover it. But

it’s well to remember that though defence can be aggressive., with local counter-

attacks, a grand counter-offensive can only come with the restoration of allied

sea-power in those waters.

Now let’s look at the other flank.

In Burma the Japanese are striking northward by two 'routes, the rivers Sittang

and the Irrawaddy, They’ve got Rangoon, and they have the power to bring

shipping round from Saigon and Singapore through the Straits of Malacca,

Will they even try to invade India? That’s not an easy question to answer.

I’ve already mentioned two possible divergent linos of operations of the

Japanese forces, Australia and India,

There’s a third, also divergent, against Far Eastern Russia from Manchuria

and Korea. indeed there's a fourth, divergent also, against Ceylon, as a

stepping-stone towards the Middle East, where Japan might hope to join hands

with her Axis partner, Germany.

It would seem almost inevitable that Japan should attack Russia sooner or

later, but three or even four divergent operations such as I’ve outlined would

be rather a large order even for her strength.
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But there's this to be remembered; a Japanese assault on

Vladivostock and an attempt to join hands with Germany by way of the

Persian Gulf and the Red Sea might not be necessSry or desirable from

the Axis point of view before the very end of May. fact, as you know,
it’s been confidently estimated that a general Axis offensive has been

scheduled for about June 1, Japan would by that reckoning have over two

months to pursue her offensives against Australia and India, and that

might prove to be ample time in which to do a great deal of damage, to

say the least of it.

7le mustn’t lose sight of the fact that a first-class power is running

loose in the Far East and that against it there are ranged a number of

states whose forces in that area don’t sum up to the strength of a first-

class power at present.

There are the United States and Great Britain, both operating at vast

distances from the homelands, mostly with what may be called light forces;
there is a young nation, Australia, with a small population in a huge

territory; there is an old nation, China, not industrially developed;
there is India, not yet fully on a war footing.

Japan still has the advantage not only that her forces are all of one

nation, all trained on the same lines and all Linder a single General Staff,
but also that she is a first-class power: which means that she possesses

a fleet of battleships, aircraft-carriers, armoured formations, Those

forces are like kings on the draughtboard, and it takes a considerably

greater number of ordinary pieces, which is what the allied forces represent,
to meet them on anything like equal terms.

That brings me to the problem of the Middle East front, which is

important from so many points of view. It covers the great maritime avenue

of the Suez Canal, It includes some of the most valuable oilfields of the

Old World. It provides the eastern ba.so of the Mediterranean Fleet, It

keeps us in touch with India, with our Russian ally, and with our Turkish'

friend.

It provides a barrier between Germany and Japan, the breaking of which

would result in an enormous spread of Axis domination and would allow Germany

to stock her store-houses with almost all the products she most urgently

needs, so that the prospects of a successful blockade would almost disappear.

The Middle East front is likely to be tested before very long, the

testing being part of the general Axis offensive» And from the point of view

of Britain - and indeed too from that of the United States, from which very

large quantities of warlike stores have arrived in this theatre of the war

round the Cape of Good Hope - this groat bridge from Egypt to India and

Egypt to the Caucasus must be held.

It’s value and importance are far from having been lessened by events

in the Far East; they have actually been increased, Vfh.cn Japan entered

the war v;e could say, studying the time-factor, which is almost the most

important element in all strategy, that we need have no serious conoern

about the Middle East for the rest of the winter.

But if we study the time-fastor now, as a business man with a lot of

work ahead and a number of appointments to be fitted in studies his diary,

we sha.ll see that we have to concern ourselves very seriously about the

Middle East from now on.
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I have dealt with this possibility of Germany and Japan trying to

join hands "because it would ho so enormously to their advantage and

such a calamity for us. But the last thing I want to suggest is that

it would he an easy matter. -»

Just think what it would entail.

First of all the complete defeat of the reconstituted Russian

Armies of the South, and at least the holding-off of those of the Centre

and North.

Then, very likely - though not certainly - the defeat of the Turkish

Army.

Then, on top of that.the defeat of our forces in the Middle East

military Command, and the R.A.F. Middle East.

So much for the German part.

For the Japanese there 1 d "be certainly the conquest of Ceylon and

the maintenance of Colombo as a base. There1 ! be a very serious

stretching of resources in transports and supply ships, which

would have to be protected by warships and aircraft. there'd very

likely be a. need to move the Japanese battleship fleet westward and so

uncover Japan herself. No, it wouldn't be an easy matter.

What I've said may suggest that our part this year, except perhaps

in the air, may not be extremely spectacular, but I hope made it

clear that it's likely to be second to none in importance, because it

certainly will be.
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